Presentation

From the ISO TC 46 39th Plenary in Berlin
To the ISO TC 46 40th Plenary in Paris
Introduction

After welcoming TC 46/SC 11 in 2005,

we have the great pleasure and honour
to welcome ISO TC 46

in May 2013 in Paris!
New in Paris since 2005

- Since 2007, Paris has been promoting alternative energy and sustainable transporting solutions

  > Vélib: 20,000 bicycles spread over 1202 stations

  > Voguéo and Batobus> boat ride across Paris and to travel on the river Seine
New in Paris since 2005

- Delivery in January 2013: New National Archives Centre site in Pierrefitte-sur-Seine

- Paris will be always Paris (as the song goes): metro, cafés, pubs, shopping for more informations, please see the latest Woody Allen movie « Midnight in Paris »
With AFNOR, Orange Co. (represented by Arnaud Jules and Michel Cottin -SC11) will host you in the VIP Bassano building in the heart of Paris
Auditorium 120
catering area
Kick off now

What we heard in Berlin:

> You need more time for face to face meetings;

> You would like a extension to Saturday or Sunday for certain meetings;

> And… within the proposed social events, you would appreciate at least a glass of wine on a boat on the River Seine.

Other inquiries can be addressed to sabine.donnardcusse@afnor.org
Looking forward to welcoming you

Thank you for your attention

all the French delegation